
Head Shot Rates



Studio Package
45 -60 minute studio shoot

One colour, one black & white conversion of each final image (approx 5 variations).

Head + 3/4 + full length views as required. 

£125pp*

Location Headshots/Environmental Portraits
1 hour shoot on location. 

Head + 3/4 + full length views as required.

£100pp*

Additional Time is availble at £100 per hour.

Environmental Portraits and Location Head Shots will require prior discussion and a possible site visit

to determine location suitability. 
*Discount available for multiple persons (5+) in single session.

Travel more than 5 miles from Harrogate centre will incur travel costs of £0.45 per mile..



Head Shot or Portrait?
Headshots have a simple explanation: A portrait of a person with the bottom of the frame starting from mid-chest to 
the chin, and with the top of the frame being anywhere between mid-forehead to the top of the head. 

When we use the term “portrait”, we use it in the sense of an environmental portrait: A picture of a person with other 
elements or background to help tell the story. Let me give you some examples:

• A judge with his robe using his bench as a background.

• A lawyer in the law library.

• A physician in a treatment room.

• A real estate agent in front of a sold sign.

Images above don’t need words to tell you the profession of the subject, and when done expertly, it came make the 

subject seem even more adept at their trade.

Who uses which?

Headshots Headshots are commonly used by business professionals on websites that list employees, officers,  
  agents and so forth.

Portraits  Some business professionals may also get portraits. For example: in annual reports. 
  Personalities like broadcasters, writers, athletes benefit from portraits that depict their profession. 
  Portraits are also often used for advertising and editorials.
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